
WD-40 isn't actually a true lubricant. WD stands for "water displacing" and its 
main use is as a solvent or rust dissolver.

The lubricant-like properties of WD-40 come not from the substance itself, but 
from dissolving components. And the effect doesn't last.

WD-40 can be a good substance to start with — it can help clean up rust or other 
grime. But depending on what you're working with, you should probably follow up 
WD-40 with use of a true lubricant such as one based on silicone, grease, Teflon, 
or graphite.

WD-40 is hygroscopic and will attract moisture...
Because WD-40 isn't a lubricant, it really will not work well on drive chains of any 
type. 
WD-40 doesn't have enough lubrication affect to be useful on any type of gearing. 
Never use WD-40 on door hinges or anything you want to keep clean. It attracts 
dirt and dust. It will turn your hinge pins black ..
WD-40 can wash dirt into a bike chain, ruining the chain and taking out the gears 
along with it. 
dad ruined his kid's $800 clarinet by using WD-40 on "the squeaky part" — and 
no, that isn't the entire clarinet 
WD-40, which contains petroleum distillates (paint thinner) that can melt and 
seize plastic...

keep it away from electrical. Fire hazard and ruins plastic components. Electrically 
conductive
Keep it out your bearings.. it isn't a lubricant. Will attract crud and moisture. Will 
break down what lubricant that is in the bearing...

Paintball guns. WD-40 can melt the seals in the guns.

Locks. The spray can prematurely wear down the internal mechanisms, especially 
in the pin tumbler locks, in door locks and padlocks. Go for graphite powder.

iPods and iPads. WD-40 won't repair the Home button on these devices. In fact, 
the spray can cause the plastic to break down on the cover, and if some gets 
inside the electronics, it can damage plastic parts inside.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hygroscopy

